
Marketing, Sales & Communications Officer

Managing the Dynamic Relationship  
Between Channels

In China, as everywhere, the digital revolution continues to disrupt 
traditional offline commerce. A middle class that is growing fast across 
age groups is driving sped-up cycles of consumption. Meanwhile, key 
opinion leaders are creating trends faster than ever, with companies 
consequently designing new offerings ever more rapidly.

China is a unique market with its own dynamics — largely insulated 
from Western players like Amazon and Facebook, and instead driven 
by e-commerce platforms such as Alibaba and JD.com and social 
networks like WeChat and Douyin (TikTok). Every consumer-centric 
company in China strives for sales leadership while coordinating 
across all routes to market. Companies are continually adapting their 
sales forces to this ever-changing environment.

There is no single success formula, but there are some best practices. 
To learn more, we talked to the leaders of six consumer companies 
about the organizational changes mandated by digital transformation, 
the leadership traits needed for executives managing across channels, 
and the future of sales leadership in China.

Sales Leadership in China 

“More than ever, sales leaders need to be black 
belts on route to market, including e-commerce.”

Diego Palmieri
former general manager 
SC JohnSon, greater China
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Grappling with the inherent tensions of an  
omnichannel approach
Consumer companies have evolved toward channel integration in different 
ways. At the spirits company Bacardi-Martini, e-commerce began as a 
standalone effort, but according to Irving Holmes Wong, the firm’s manag-
ing director of Greater China, the company eventually decided that 
e-commerce had to be “mainstreamed” into the sales and marketing struc-
ture. Today, almost a quarter of Bacardi-Martini’s business comes from 
digital. This trend is not uncommon.

Businesses that came of age before the digital era have had to adapt to a 
revenue pie with three pieces: traditional offline commerce, third-party 
e-commerce platforms and in-house online channels. Managing online and 
offline channels has meant differentiating product portfolios to avoid canni-
balization and coordinating activities to minimize pricing conflicts.

Online channels facilitate data, 
speed, convenience and the 
potential to scale efficiently while 
creating certain connections with 
consumers. Offline channels give 
consumers an embodied experi-
ence interacting with a brand and 
hands-on experience with service 
and product. 

As a result, channel management has become more critical than ever. Even 
as major online festivals like Singles Day give a big boost to e-commerce, 
“it’s important not to ignore the offline channels,” Palmieri said. 
Competitive offline promotions can keep those channels from becoming 
hobbled. And as JD.com automatically price-matches and sends the supplier 
a bill for the difference, compliant pricing is key. Some companies even 
enlist agencies to monitor pricing hourly.

Palmieri pointed to his experience creating an omnichannel pricing commit-
tee, comprising leaders from e-commerce, sales, marketing, customer 
marketing and finance, to provide oversight of pricing guardrails and quickly 
activate corrective actions. And with cross-border e-commerce, pricing 
sometimes also needs to be coordinated globally.

These examples illustrate the journey of discovery where companies deter-
mine how channels align and complement each other in terms of consumer 
reach and experience.

“Organizations in the past cannibalized each other. 
Digital sales and traditional sales had their own 
KPIs, and were competing against each other.”

Jim No
general manager,  
head of north aSia mattel
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Calibrating the consumer experience with  
“channel thinking”
Both online and offline are important channels that require distinct 
approaches. For example, at Levi Strauss & Co., said Amy Yang, the compa-
ny’s managing director of Greater China, the in-store experience is 
high-touch and service-centered, with a tailor shop and a customization 
shop. “We want offline to be entertainment,” Yang said. “We want people to 
be having a lot of fun — we want people coming back.” The online channel, 
on the other hand, provides Levi Strauss with a large database that can 
power tremendous insight on what’s trending, which can help to design new 
products. Retail leaders review data every week to assess how this informa-
tion can also help with merchandising and buying decisions, particularly in 
flagship or “Beacon” stores.

Prior to the current era of e-commerce, new product learning tended to be 
fragmented throughout offline distribution networks, which made it hard to 
adjust quickly. But companies today can launch deep product lines exclu-
sively online. It’s easier to bypass traditional consumer testing and derive 

quick learning in real time, test-
ing price points, pack sizes and 
communication strategies before 
entering offline channels. As 
Palmieri says, “Price-pack archi-
tecture is fundamental to derive 
maximum revenue and avoid 
value destruction resulting from 
channel competition.”

This ability to embed “channel  
thinking” into new product 
design is essential. The team 
managing product innovation 

should be cognizant of channel conflicts from the very beginning. Inherent 
in sales leadership is an ability to discern what consumers want and how to 
work within each channel to provide it. Channel management remains 
important, but not nearly as important as consumer insight. 

Beyond channel thinking, partnership and 
general management thinking
Most of the executives we interviewed spoke to the need for sales leaders to 
be effective general managers who can put consumers at the core of deci-
sion-making while also supporting partnership strategies. 

“Sales leaders need a deep understanding of the 
consumer experience, not just the product and 
brand as in the past. They need to think ahead, 
more strategically and holistically and have 
outside-in thinking.”

luke kaNg
eVP and managing direCtor
diSney, north aSia
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“Sales leaders need to understand project management,” Palmieri said. 
“They also need to be visionaries to drive companies through the unavoid-
able turbulence that expansion into e-commerce creates.”

Kang said that Disney approached platforms such as Alibaba and JD.com to 
collaborate on training sessions to help Disney’s partners learn how to set 
up and optimize their e-commerce businesses. This multi-year engagement 
helped increase partners’ capabilities. “A great sales leader in channels 
won’t become a GM in today’s world,” 
Kang says. “It’s not about selling but 
about helping the channel partner stim-
ulate more consumer engagement and 
demand by understanding the 
consumer experience.”

When it comes to third-party e-com-
merce partners, sales leaders must 
think about creating strategic partner-
ships — not just selling through those 
partners, but working with them to 
create products and consumer experi-
ences. At Mattel, No encourages sales 
leaders to get more involved with joint 
business planning at a conglomerate 
level, covering all touch points and 
potential areas of partnership, including not just physical products but  
also intellectual property and content, for example. He also touts the  
importance of early hands-on experience for traditional sales managers  
with digital partners.

Building up sales leadership in this multichannel paradigm might also mean 
staffing your sales team with people from different backgrounds. To groom 
sales managers, you have to teach your people to think like general manag-
ers, able to project-manage across the organization in terms of strategies, 
budgets, and feedback loops. “Sales leaders often fail here, whereas market-
ers are good because they’ve always managed projects,” Palmieri said. 
“Sales leaders have to be given more experience earlier in their careers 
managing projects and coordinating functions.” 

Kelly Zhang, iRobot's general manager for China, said that sales leaders, as 
always, have to collaborate well with marketing, but today they also need to 
work with data analytics, business intelligence, and others. They need to 
have an entrepreneurial, visionary spirit — yet at the same time be humble 
and collaborative. “A good sales leader can motivate marketing to send 
effective messages and more interesting content to consumers in the right 
channels,” Zhang said. 

“You can only develop these leaders by doing  
and by understanding what other channels  
and functions are doing. So I am not against 
rotating digital, franchise and retail business  
heads. In an ideal world, talent moves should  
be fluid. This is good for both the business  
and talent development.”

amy yaNg
greater China managing direCtor
leVi StrauSS & Co.
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Five Key Traits for 
CoNsumer  
Sales LeaDers
1. Rich consumer experience with a 

consumer insight-driven mindset

2. Capable of seeing the big picture with  
holistic thinking

3. Comfortable “connecting the dots," 
operating like a general manager

4. Capable of being collaborative across 
more and different new functions

5. Humility and a willingness to learn  
from anyone

The continuing evolution of 
omnichannel  
sales leadership
So, can brick-and-mortar-bred sales executives be 
successful in a new omnichannel environment? Humility 
and learning agility are key. “The management of today’s 
key digital accounts are a lot younger,” Wong said. “They 
may be wearing jeans and T-shirts, but they have the 
knowledge and authority. An attitude of ‘I was a sales 
manager before you were born’ just doesn’t work.” 

“You need to give young people opportunities to voice 
out their opinions, to increase their loyalty,” Zhang said. 
“If their ideas keep being rejected, they will leave the 
company.” And if that happens, the learning of all execu-
tives — not just sales leaders — will suffer.

And whenever you have an opportunity in the hiring 
process, look for digital fluency right off the bat. As No 
noted, “When recruiting sales leaders, seek out people 
who show some excitement when they talk about digital. 
If they seem overwhelmed, that’s a big red flag.”

The role of salesperson in China and elsewhere will 
continue to shift and evolve, becoming increasingly 
consultative and less transactional. Sales leaders will 
need to be more consumer, data and tech savvy, adopt-
ing more strategic long-term views to adapt to — and 
perhaps even lead — future innovation.

“There’s no way to read a book or take 
a class. You have to get involved and 
get into the details, be on the ground 
and look to younger team members.”

irviNg Holmes WoNg
managing direCtor
BaCardi-martini, greater China
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Social Media @ Spencer Stuart
 
Stay up to date on the trends and topics that  
are relevant to your business and career.

@Spencer Stuart

about sPeNcer stuart
At Spencer Stuart, we know how much leadership matters. We are trusted by organizations 
around the world to help them make the senior-level leadership decisions that have a lasting 
impact on their enterprises. Through our executive search, board and leadership advisory 
services, we help build and enhance high-performing teams for select clients ranging from 
major multinationals to emerging companies to nonprofit institutions.

Privately held since 1956, we focus on delivering knowledge, insight and results through the 
collaborative efforts of a team of experts — now spanning more than 70 offices, over 30 
countries and more than 50 practice specialties. Boards and leaders consistently turn to 
Spencer Stuart to help address their evolving leadership needs in areas such as senior-level 
executive search, board recruitment, board effectiveness, succession planning, in-depth 
senior management assessment, employee engagement and many other facets of culture 
and organizational effectiveness. For more information on Spencer Stuart, please visit  
www.spencerstuart.com.
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